
LAW SCHOOL ESSAYS THAT WORKED

You'll find these examples to be as various as a typical JD class. The writer of this essay was admitted to every T14 law
school from.

In fact, those dreams are now accompanied by a set of experiences with the potential to carry such visions
forward into a life of impact and service to others. Studying at Harvard will train me to ensure that existing
civil rights are protected. You should sound like yourself when you read your essay aloud. For my first
assignment, I attended a hearing in the federal courthouse. This personal statement focuses on showing, rather
than telling. I heard the many difficulty stories of those who had traveled thousands of miles, often through
several countries, risking everything to reach a safe, welcoming country. Every week, for three years, Mark
and I would meet. I recognize the grasses and the trees and the architecture and the people in a way that I
could not possibly know another place, and that knowledge has rooted me in a way that I did not expect as a
child at a student conference in Rochester, New York. After finishing the interview, I wished him well. Body
paragraphs: You should try to accomplish the following in your body paragraphs. As I entered the magnificent
twenty-third-floor courtroom, I felt the gravitas of the issue at hand: the sentencing of a terrorist. My
experiences in the Columbia Law School Law Clinic reaffirmed my interest in advocating for
socioeconomically challenged individuals and communities. I was raised in the mountainous interior of Puerto
Rico by parents who emphasized the importance of obtaining the best education possible. I learned grades
were the currency I needed to succeed. I decided that I, too, would strive to balance a wealth of technical
knowledge with my caring, compassionate personality. I believe that continuing to apply this same work ethic
will help me manage the rigorous demands of law school. Key factors were left out of my decision: I had no
interest in medicine, no aptitude for the natural sciences, and, as it quickly became apparent, no stomach for
sick patients. My classroom was a safe place for my students, but their time with me was limited. At that
moment it was clear that I was profiled based on my appearance alone. And it was time for me to do the same.
Two decades later, that little boy staring up into the darkness has become an adult, but his penchant for
moonlit dreaming has never waned. When I came to, they were wheeling me away to the ER. As some
Carolinians line up along racial boundaries, many good lawyers are working to combat the mass incarceration
of minority populations, while other good lawyers champion free speech for even the most maligned activists.
As the only pre-law intern, I was given tasks such as reviewing court tapes, verifying documents, and creating
binder with indices. I still wonder why he felt the imperative to concentrate so much of his hobby time into
that one day, but I think he understood pinning it to a date would make it somehow more special, even if it
was an arbitrary one. I spent Christmas Day trying to act as normally as possible, hiding the news in order not
to ruin the holiday for the rest of my family. The care with which he approached the issues, but especially our
interactions, opened my eyes to a world in which I might leverage my technical expertise as an advocate rather
than an engineer, a combination I find so appealing. I was proud to contribute in some small way to making
America welcoming for these individuals.


